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Being a certified teacher of Business English, holding a BBA and a MBA, I have provided a
complete resource text for online teachers. Anecdotes and lesson plans are with references to
the first 500 lessons from my first year of teaching online. The transition from teaching in a "brick
and mortar" classroom to online presentations emphases the need to specialize.

From the PublisherMina Lebitz worked in biochemistry research before transitioning to teaching
and tutoring at both the high school and college level. As a teacher, she designed curricula for
several science courses, mentored students with research projects and was awarded The New
York Times’ Teachers Who Make a Difference Award. She spent several years as the senior
science tutor at one of the most prestigious private tutoring and test prep agencies in the United
States. Mina continues to develop science curricula, working with students and their parents to
help them achieve their academic goals, while continuing to learn everything she can about
what she loves most, science. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.About the AuthorMina Lebitz worked in biochemistry research before transitioning to
teaching and tutoring at both the high school and college level. As a teacher, she designed
curricula for several science courses, mentored students with research projects and was
awarded The New York Times’ Teachers Who Make a Difference Award. She spent several
years as the senior science tutor at one of the most prestigious private tutoring and test prep
agencies in the United States. Mina continues to develop science curricula, working with
students and their parents to help them achieve their academic goals, while continuing to learn
everything she can about what she loves most, science. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
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I dedicate this book to the patient and hardworkingonline students throughout the world.I will
attempt to do the students justice by acknowledging many of them. Their backgrounds were
diverse and their English was sometimes laboured. The conversations were always interesting,
sometimes sophisticated and consistently they showed their personal achievement.The
students presented in this book had lives that were exciting,challenging, worthwhile, and
creative. They will always be a part of my life, memories and emotion.Table of
ContentsChaptersIntroduction to Teaching EnglishList of countries and student languagesThe
substance of my profile on italkiMethodology #1 and Methodology #2On to the fun stuff - the
anecdotesThe Bibo ExperienceLesson Plans related to specific speakers:Pronunciation of ED
endingsPronunciation of S endingsPronunciation of articlesBusiness Telephone
CallsAppointments and PresentationsEmails, Technical Terms and Media100 Technical
TermsAlphabetical GlossaryAlphabetical Social Media DefinitionsJob Interviews and
Negotiations InterviewsNegotiatingBusiness Meetings and Expressions
MeetingsExpressionsSelling and Describing ProductWeb Advertising TermsReal
Estate and Law TerminologyReal Estate TermsLegal Terms Canadian Legal
TermsBanking and Financial Terms BankingAccountingGrammar
Lessons Summary SheetsVerb TensesPhrasal VerbsEveryday Idioms
and SlangTOEFL Reading, Listening, Speaking, WritingWeb Page LinksBusiness Spanish
Section, Cognates,
LessonsVerbsBusinessFinancialArtsACKNOWLEDGEMENTSINTRODUCTIONThe languages
listed as native languages by the students were:Albanian, Arabic, Austrian German, Bengal,
Georgian, Hindi, Chinese Mandrian, Chinese Shanghainese, Croaton, Chech, French, German,
Greek, Iranian, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Kazakh, Korean, Lebanese, Malagasy, Slovak,
Spanish, Persian (Farsi), Polish, Portuguese, Serbian, Ukranian and Vietnamese. Many also had
an advanced level of English.Brazil and Russian students were in the majority. Typically the
Asian students would book lessons between 7 am and 10 am. The Russian students were also
correlating to their time zones and they booked between 11 am and 2 pm - with the students
from Brazil booking between 2 pm and 4 pm.I had made myself available on my public calendar
for between 7 am and 4 pm. I knew that I was missing out on having more Chinese students, but
my goal was to work these hours only.MY FIRST 150 STUDENTS IN 41
COUNTRIESAlbania1Austria2Brazil30Bahrain2Belarus1Cambodia1Canada (French &
Portuguese)5Chili3China (many with false names)7Columbia2Costa Rica2Croatia1Czech
Republic4Ecuador2France9Germany (engineers)8Greece1Iran2Israel2Italy (prof.
translators)3Japan(often critical of the process)2Kazakhstan(for immigration tests)2Korea (2
surgeons)2Lebanon1Madagascar1Mexico1Montenegro1Panama1Peru2Poland2Russia - 3
translators, 2 “spies”18Serbia2Spain (using Cognates)11Slovenia1Syria1Taiwan -2 prof.
translators3Turkey2Ukraine2United Arab Republic2Uruguay1Vietnam (an extended
family)4Some students resided in a country other than their country of origin.THE SUBSTANCE
OF MY PROFILE ON ITALKII chose the teaching school of italki from many other options, only



because the profiles of teachers were listed in two categories: that of Community Teacher and
that of Professional Teacher . A second reason for enrollment in italki had existed, but that was
to simply not being rejected as I am in my seventies.After my retirement and in becoming
prepared for a teaching position, I had taken the right courses. My chosen teacher training
school was Oxford Seminars, based in Vancouver, BC, Canada. After obtaining a standard
teaching certificate and realizing that my goals had nothing to do with teaching children, I
challenged an advanced course in Teaching Business English . Neither diplomas had anything
to do with online teaching. Only since that time many online teaching courses have begun.The
italki platform is similar to many of their competitors in that the students choose the teacher. I
had read that the key to finding students was to specialise. That I did. A few students took my
half-hour trial class, but most booked a one-hour class with some immediately booking a five
lesson package.When I had been able to show a large number of lessons on my teacher’s
profile, I dropped the half-hour classes completely. I had found that the preparation, setting time
aside and wearing proper attire, (a shirt) was more worthwhile with one hour classes. I had
attempted ninety minute classes, but it was too tiring and the students were bored and fidgeted
after one hour’s time.The following, along with a one minute video, was the key to success. In my
video presentation I spoke almost painfully slowly. Not only did many other teachers speak
quickly, they utilized a vocabulary that emulated the speech of a University Professor. Other
teachers obviously never had been in the field of marketing. They had ignored the fact that
above all, the video was a device with which to communicate to non-native speakers.In the
written presentation following, many of my colleagues (as competitors) were much more
personal, going as far as stating that they liked a certain kind of pizza. I was selling my expertise
in Business English and I felt that I would get right to the point. I was limited to the number of
words in my post and I was able to make the profile presentation in a format of listing the lessons
as methodology #1. On italki my profile is as follows with the video statement being first, the
written statement being second.“ABOUT ME:“JUST CALL ME LONNIE - and -TAKE YOUR
ENGLISH TO THE NEXT LEVEL!Increase your English and work skills with your Business
English Vocabulary.I was a corporate trainer for 12 years, teaching Commercial Real Estate
Professionals and Certified Real Estate Appraisers.I have 8 published books on my website and
feel that my work as a "wordsmith" may often be used for teaching English.Recently, I have
discovered that in another category of lessons, I enjoy correcting documents and translations at
a professional level.ME AS A TEACHER:I have a Native Canadian English Accent, a 140 hour
certificate from Oxford Seminars specialising in Teaching Business English, a Bachelor of
Business Administration (BBA) and a Master of Business Administration (MBA).I taught English
at "Planet English" in Mexico, but most importantly I enjoy teaching - sharing the English
Language - as much as possible.I have recently discovered that I also enjoy correcting
documents and translations for the more advanced students.”This is the end of the video script.
Then the following was written:“MY LESSONS AND TEACHING STYLE:You will be talking about
common work happenings, now and into the future. I have lesson plans "ready-to-go" for most



needs, but I am flexible with my custom designed lessons. You may choose from one of 14
existing Business English lesson plans. They are :Business Telephone Calls
Appointments and Presentations Emails, Technical Terms and Media
Job Interviews and Negotiations Business Meetings and ExpressionsSelling
and Describing Product Web Advertising Terms Real
Estate and Law Terminology Banking and Financial TermsGrammar
Everyday Idioms and Slang TOEFL Reading, Listening,
Speaking, WritingSpecialised Occupational C2 LevelBusiness Spanish Section, Cognates,
Lessons JUST LET ME KNOW” Even at the point of over
500 lessons, I did not change my profile page. It was too effective to play around with. Even my
painfully slow speaking video had to remain. Too many students were choosing a package with
me, without a trial lesson - to dare make adjustments.Methodology #1In the initial contact, when
on Skype, the 14 lesson plans were often explained as being from this first series. The students
were often told about the two possible teaching methods, and given a choice.Methodology #2I
would point out that most students make the same mistakes when reading out-loud as they do
when speaking.My standby and possibly my bread-and-butter, were the news and web page
sites. They would read, I would listen and correct. Reviews on travel, science, biology,
economics, law, psychology, business and technology, allowed my participation in the subjects
and expressions that held the student’s interest. These are shown at the Index reference of:
Web Page Links.On To The Fun Stuff - the anecdotes:VIETNAM:In my third online class at italki I
met Phung Duong. We introduced ourselves by Skype and he replied that his present
connection was intermittent. He asked me to wait a minute and he would solve the problem.He
walked up a long stairway with me inadvertently being able to watch the process of climbing the
stairs. Then the screen became very dark and a few seconds later I could see his reflection from
the laptop screen. He was shadowed with a silhouette of his features.“I have a 4G connection up
here!” He was excited about the process.“Where are you at?” I asked.“Ho Chi Minh City,” he
replied.(Saigon)“How do you have a 4G connection?” I asked.“I’m on my roof.”“Is it a flat
roof?”“No. it is not.”“Is it a balcony?”“What is a balcony?”“It’s like a flat area. It’s like a patio,
higher up.”“I’m sitting on the point of the roof.”I had to make the statement, possibly so I could
hear myself make it. “That’s interesting. You are on your roof in Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam, in
the dark so you can have a 4G connection.”“It’s good, is it not?”“Yes, we can discuss very much
English now”.It seemed like it was the Siagon of 1970’s television all over again. On this
particular evening I could see the planes with their lights, landing on the airport behind
him.Phung later booked a number of packages of five lessons each. In the beginning they were
ninety minutes long. As he travelled out of town for his software company, I would often give my
lessons to him as he worked, in Laos, Cambodia. He concentrated on Advanced Business
English , and asked in a later lesson, if I would mind teaching his brother, at a basic English
level. I agree that I would be able to do just that.He and his brother became students for the long
term - at least ten months of consistent learning on their



part._______________________________________Hoa Duong (a younger brother to Phung
Duong) - very shy and of the profile of having experienced large English classes, without much
personal practice in speaking English.After the introductions, I began:“What company do you
work for?”“FPTShop.com. They are busy with web design?”“Do your "bosses" handle the
needed English? Are you able to read English better than when you speak?”“The managers
have often made mistakes.”“With expressions it can be a problem. They will use expressions as
if the words are literal.”“How or what do you mean?”“Time flies” is an example.” I had searched
for an easy example.We then completed the lesson with examples being easy English. I talked
about his hobbies, as he was finding it difficult to speak about work. He mentioned that he often
would go to the beach. I asked if he ever spoke English there. He replied that he would like to, as
he often would see beautiful girls and he wished to speakto them. This was a clue of what would
peak his interest in learning. The usual manner of learning how to say plates, forks and spoons
and on the table , would not do it. I established that he would like to meet a girl from Brazil.I
began: “You may approach a girl and say: Hi. Are you enjoying the beach?” She may say , “Yes.”
You can then say: “My name is Hoa. What is your name?” Please repeat each sentence .“It is
Maria.”“Pleased to meet you Maria.” I was having Hoa repeat all of my sentences. As he was
extremely shy, this idea of repeating sentences had overcome an otherwise dubious
process.“Next lesson we will cover your pretend conversation with Maria. It is to be continued
like a television series. Do you have any questions?”“No, I will learn more next time?”“Yes, see
you then.”“See you.”We disconnected and I knew he would be an ideal student of English, but he
was the only Basic Level English student that I had. At this phase, I had fifteen students who
had booked 5 lesson packages, but they were all speaking Advanced English .In the next lesson
I covered the usual necessary small talk , then began: “Last time we talked about meeting
someone on the beach.“Yes okay, the bitch”.“It’s pronounced: beee ch. You may now approach a
girl and say:Are you enjoying the beach here?”When she says, “Yes” and if she has a friend, you
may also ask: “And you? T he question “And you” may be asked in many situations.”You ask:
“What game are they playing?”Please repeat the sentence.“Volleyball, beach volleyball.”“Who's
winning?” or “Who's ahead?”“The team in the red sweaters are ahead.” or“The people in the red
sweaters are winning.”“Is this your group?”“Yes, I am with the guys in the yellow sweaters.”(guys
= both girls and boys, men and women = guys = people)Hoa, are single or married? Okay I will
continue as you are single:“Are you hungry and would like to go for something to eat?”She says,
“Are you asking for a date?”“I guess so.“No I am not hungry, but I could use a cold coca-
cola.”“There is a stand, just up on the far side of the beach. Would you like to go there?”“No,
unfortunately I have to stay with my friends here.”“Okay. Could we get together another
time?”She then says: “Yes. We could.”I asked Hoa to say: “Are you free tomorrow? Or would the
next day be better?”“The next day would be betteras I'm going on a tour tomorrow.”You ask:
“How about the same time as now? We could go for a coca- cola then. Or we could get
something to eat near here on the beach.”(Teacher) Yes, you should keep reading the
sentences. Let me explain though - coca-cola = pop = cool drink - a drink = something with



alcohol normally.She says: “If we met earlier I would be hungry.”“How about meeting at 1:00 pm?
(As teacher I write “= How about meeting at one?”)“Okay. But just for a quick bite.”“Yes. So I'll see
you in two days.”She says: “It's a date then.” (appointment = a date)“Yes. See you soon. Oh, may
I have your nameand number please?”“I am staying at the hostel near here. I don't know the
telephone number, but I am not at the hostel often, so the number won't matter.”“Okay.” - you
reply.“I’m usually on this beach anyway. My name is Maria Chaves.”“Can I write that
down?”“Sure. I have a piece of paper here, and a pen.”or “Sure, just make a note of it on your
cell phone.”“Maria, how do you spell Chaves?”“It is C.H.A.V. E. S.”“That's perfect. See you
soon.”She says: “Bye.”“Bye.”Explanation notes to him: a brunette, tall and with a nice voice = not
blond or brunette = black or dark brown hair. We closed the lesson with our own version of “see
you later” and in three days we began another lesson continuing the conversation.I state to Hoa
that he might say: “It's great that you’re here.”Yes, I'm ready for a Vietnamese lunch!Good, let's
go. - Here is the lunch place.“It's nice.” Or “It's very interesting”I stated, “The next lesson can be
about the meal or lunch.”At the beginning of the next lesson Hoa mentions being in Vietnam
now, going to visit his family, for the start of the New Year.“What date will it be?” I askTwo days
from now.We celebrate the Lunar New Year in Vancouver. Do you have lots of fireworks in
Vietnam usually?“Yes, when it is the Lunar New Year.”What year is it?“Pig year - year of the
pig.”“What is the pig? What does it stand for? What is it a symbol of?”“I don’t understand.”“If it
was the year of the goat it might be a symbol of stubbornness. What is the pig a meaning of?” I
attempted to explain. On the next lesson though, he had asked his brother about the year of the
pig . He was then able to refer to this question and give a full sentence reply.We then changed to
our date with Maria at the restaurant - with Hoa repeating both her replies and his statement for
practice. At his stage he had an adequate vocabulary, but his accent was almost not
understandable.”“Should we sit down over there?”“By the window would be
better.”“Okay.”“Perfect.”“Now we have the menu, what food do you prefer?”“I don't know, tell me
about Vietnamese food.”“We have many types of noodles for one thing. We have fish sauce and
noodles and many types of rice.”“What types of rice?”“Fry rice” (my correction: fried rice)“Noodle
fish sauce and fried rice”“What else?”“Handmade noodles and vegetable soup”She asks: Do
you have chicken?“Yes, chicken or beef and noodles.”“What about pork?Do you also have
chicken, beef or pork with rice?What types of soup do you usually eat?Do you have chicken and
broth?”I corrected him. “Broth is liquid - braw tthhh.”“What will we get for desert?”“Oranges or
bananas”.... You may say: a choice of bananas or oranges. Ban an as, orang es. Please repeat it.
Then we continued.“Do you like the meal now?” or “Are you enjoying the meal? Is the food
good? This is my family's favourite meal.”“That is very interesting because I like it too.”“After we
have desert should we walk on the beach?”“Sure, why not?”(Later) “It is beautiful out here,
walking on the beach.”“Yes and the wind is not too bad.”“It is just a nice breeze. My hostel is just
up there off the beach.”“It looks nice.”“Would you like to come in for a coffee or a drink?”Hoa now
was adding his own replies and was more involved with partaking in the pretend conversation.
“Yes. That would be nice.”I state: “As a couple now you go into her hostel for a drink. The door



closes and we leave the couple in privacy. They live happily ever after. There are 2 ways of
saying privacy. The British say preeehv ass yy and the Canadians say priiii va cy.”You can next
use the names of food in English. In your work are there words that you need? We discussed the
possibility of having a different type of vocabulary.NEXT DAY’S LESSON:We practiced
sentences with Maria Chavas from Brazil, within a presentation of a large meal for both Hoa and
Maria. They were now finishing desert when this lesson in reading an English menu finished.
The hypothetical Maria was very curious about Vietnamese food. She chose seafood with
noodles and Hoa suggested that they share their two different dishes. I again asked Hoa if he
wanted to practice speaking to Maria on future lessons.He stated, “Definitely”.“Yes, this is the
restaurant.”“It looks nice.”“Let's sit over there by the window.”“That would be nice.”“Here we
are.”In Brazil they slide the chair out for the lady. Then you finally sit down. You say: “Here is the
menu.”“It is interesting, but what is it?”“I will explain.First, what is this one? What is the dish?
#1. ..... or#2.......What is kho quet in English?“Fish and vegetables.”I attempt to aid the
conversation: “#3. stew and vegetables?”I explain: “Stew is not soup. It is a thicker gravy stew,
made up of meat, vegetables and gravy. Soup is like a broth = thick soup”Hoa then continues::
#4. Crab soup. Crab live in fields.And then #5. Field Crab and Rice.“It's my favourite!” she
says.You have a choice and #5 is Seafood Noodles.“That's one a know. It's probably my
favourite.”“6. Fish sauce. (His explanation: Sometimes a sauce is poured on something else.)“It
is by itself - only fish sauce?”“Yes, and #7 is Noodles with tomatoes.”“What other noodle dishes
are there?”#8. is made up of beef and noodles.“That sounds good. It is quite a choice.”“And
which do you prefer?” (my correction: preeee fur)“I think number 5, Seafood Noodles.”“Yes, and I
think number 4, Field Crab and Rice for me.“And if we order both, can we share them?”“Yes.”
Hoa replied uncoached.“And I would like to taste your favourite.”“What type of juice or drink
would you order?”“I would like a glass of pineapple juice please.”“I'll have the same.”The lesson
time elapsed and I stated: “Have a good meal - and I'll see you next time.”He smiled as if he was
completely enjoying this process.NEXT DAY’S LESSON:As was my tradition I typed the
following message into Skype:I will be available for the lesson in approximately 20 minutes.I
have always notified the students as they are very international and they may have otherwise
wondered if I was available out there .After my usual small talk, I began: “You are learning
English well now and we can carry on with the date with Maria from Brazil. Desert is important
for special occasions. I know of fried bananas in a batter but what other deserts are there?”Hoa
replied to Maria: “Oranges, bananas or seaweed.”“Is fruit added to the seaweed?”“Yes,
seaweed papaya.”“Could we have tea or coffee also?Good iced tea will be nice and cool.I
explained that cool sometimes is an expression - but here it means slightly cold. “Iced tea is cold
- or cool as it is both.”Maria says: “That meal was very nice.”“Waiter, may we have the bill
please? (bill = check = the total)”“Okay, here is also a tip.”“Would you like to go for a walk on the
beach now?”“It's dark now, will that be okay and safe?”“Yes, it is safe.”“Good, let's go.”“The
beach is only a few metres from here. (Meters = metres)Here we are on the beach. We can walk
this direction.”“Okay, it looks nice here.”“Do you have a beach where you come from?”“No, as I



live twenty kilometers from the beach.”“Good, I hope you will enjoy the walk.”“I'll take off my
shoes, so I can walk in the sand.”“Good. May I hold your hand?”“Yes, you may.”“Let's walk out
here on the dock. There are some interesting fishing boats here.”“Nice.” (nice = cool = okay =
OK = great!)What kind is that fishing boat? It's different.”“It’s for catching shrimp.”I explained and
questioned: “Do you have shrimp, crab, lobster, or scallops? The four = shellfish. Shellfish are
shrimp, crab, lobster, scallops and clams.Octopusoct O pussss”You may say many things: “Fish
are also caught with a fishing rod.The big boat is for catching..... ?They are using a fishing rod
from the dock here.The big boat is also for catching fish offshore.It is very large.They use
nets.”“That's very interesting. Could we now walk more on the beach?”“Okay.”“Let's continue
walking over there.I like the sand beneath my feet.”“Yes, it's nice.”“There are not too many people
here tonight.”“Yes, but in the daylight it is very crowded.”.‘What do you do Hoa? Are you working
and studying?”“I am studying English, but I also write coding for programs.”“Wow. That's great. I
am also studying English and I use italki.”“So do I! When you leave, could we talk on Skype
then?“Yes. That would be interesting.“How many days are you staying here?”“Only four more.
I've been here for three days before -a total of seven.”“Good. Maybe I can get together with you
tomorrow?”“Okay. How about noon for a coca-cola.” Where will we meet?”“How about beside
where they play beach volleyball?”next = beside“That would be cool. Now I have to return
home,but I will see you tomorrow - at noon.”“May I walk you home now?”“Yes, I have to go now,
because it's late. Here it is, my hostel (hotel). And thanks for the wonderful Vietnamese meal!”“I
was happy to share it with you.”“You may kiss me on the cheek. Good night now.”WIth this
pretend comment, Hoa laughed quite cheerfully. Good night - see you tomorrow at noon.THE
NEXT LESSON:How are you? = How have you been? Fine. = because the questioner did not
really want to know. Possibilities are 1. We meet someone on the street - "How are you?" - I am
fine. 2. You meet a friend. They actually mean "How are you?"= HelloEnglish has changed a little
bit since 1950. Has Vietnamese?“Yes, since 1970.” Hoa had broken out of his shell, with me
having discovered that his vocabulary was quite adequate for communication. I suspected that
only due to his many mistakes in pronunciation, he had no confidence in speaking to others.I
began: “Now let’s continue with the pretend conversation. We'll go see some more volleyball.”“Hi
how are you Maria?”“I am fine. I look forward to today.”Hoa asks: “There is a soccer match
tomorrow.Would you like to see it?”“What time is it tomorrow?”“The match begins at 7 o'clock
tomorrow evening.”“Yes, I would like to see it.”“Good. But we have to take a bus to the stadium. Is
that okay?”“Yes, that would be interesting.”“We would have to leave here by 6 o'clock
tomorrow.”“Okay, you can meet me here near the volleyball court.”soccer field not court - tennis
court not field“Who's playing tomorrow?”“My idol is the striker. __________ is the striker.”“Is he a
relative?” = Is he family?“He just has the same last name as me.”“What team does he play
for?”“Ho Chi Minh City!”“Who is he playing against?”“Hanoi against Ho Chi Minh”“Good - that
will be amazing. How long will it last?What time can I be back here - so my friends can
know.”“Two weeks ago it was one hour? It’s about 3 hours total, including returning by bus.”“So,
I'll be back here by 10 pm?”“Yes.”“Good, that sounds perfect.I always have to be in my hostel



before 11 pm - so it works.”“You will be back with no problem at all.”“Good now let's do
something today.”“Let's go for a coca-cola near the beach here.”“Yes, let's.”“Here we are with
very little walking.”“You mean we can sit here and have a coke, andsee the beach view at the
same time?”“Yes. It's fun. Would you like something else, besides a coke?”“Are there cakes or
cookies in Vietnam?”“There are fries and fried tofu.”“What is the snack on the sign made
of?”“Rice flour.”“I would enjoy a piece of rice flour please.”“I will have one also. …”“This is very
nice.”“Yes, I thought that you might like it. What else do you study in Brazil? Not just English?”“I
am studying to be a secretary.”“Why would you like to be a secretary?” Hoa was now thinking in
English and making his own statements. The role playing was still an ideal exercise.“I think I
would like to work inside - as it is hot outside in Brazil.”“That's a good occupation, I think. That's a
good job. How long do you study for?”“It is a one year course. I don't want to go to
Universitybecause it is too expensive for my family.”“That all sounds good.”“I have to get back
now - as my friends are waiting for me.”“Okay.”“We are now going on a tour.It is the tour of the
temples that are very old.”“You will enjoy it , I'm sure.”“Let's walk back on the beach sand some
more.”“Okay.”“I like to walk in the sand with bare feet.I'll take off my shoes.- and carry
them.”“Here we are - at the volleyball court again. I guess they all went home.”“I'll walk to the
hostel and join my friends for the tour.”“Could I walk you home?”“No, that's okay, but I'll see you
tomorrow for the soccer game.”“Yes, at 6 o'clock.”“Okay. See you then. Bye!”“Bye!”THE NEXT
LESSON:Again after the small talk, I asked: “Hoa, do you have more confidence in
English?”“Yes. I read the vocabulary from the last lesson.”“Let’s jump right in and start with the
soccer game - with Maria.”You are on the way to the game. You ask: “Do you understand
football?”“Yes, I understand football - I'm from Brazil - silly.”“Good, you'll like this game - I think. I'll
buy the tickets here.Here they are, two tickets.”“Do we have reserved or numbered seats?”“No
they are open seats. The numbers would mean reserved.”I explained: “Another expression is
open seating .”Maria asks: Is there seating all around the field? On all sides?“Yes, is there
seating on all sides?Let's go over there, in the shade.”“Yes, I want to be out of the sun.”“How
about on the third row, where we can see the best?”“That would be perfect.”“Good, It's just
starting now.I thought we were going to be late when we first got on the bus.”“But it was
perfect.”“There is my favorite player just in front of us!”“What is his name?”“His name is Nguyen
Cong Phuong.”“I think this will be exciting.”Note that the following series of sentences were
written and stated by Hoa as he had done his homework:“In the first match the blue uniform was
Hanoi. And at the first match the red uniform was Ho Chi Minh. Ho Chi Minh has the first ball.
Last match, the red team lost to Hanoi, 2 to 1. Today I hope the blue team is still a winner. I think
my idol will score a goal against Hanoi. The Ho Chi Minh team has changed their tactics.So
Hanoi will have difficulty in the match. Today the two teams begin the match with their
professional players.”I needed to begin Maria’s response again. “And tell me more!”“Until now
you can see the two teams and wonderful football. Do you like it?”“Yes, I'm enjoying it.”“Do you
prefer some players? Who do you like?”“I think I like number 10. He is very good.”“That is
Nguyen Cong Phuong!”What is the team that you think will be the winner?“I think Ho Chi Minh is



very good, but it might be close. That's because they are both very good. I think that in the first
match between the two teams - they didn't have a score. They went out with zero to zero.”“That's
interesting. They are evenly matched - after all.”“Yes, we are about to find out, which is the
winner.”“How many matches are there?”“Today has only this match.”I was able to make a
complement. “Hoa, you are speaking like a Sports Commentator. He laughed and asserted that
he knew what a Sports Commentator was.”Hoa was enjoying his football game. “Usually like in
the last situation, if he has a kick, he will win for Ho Chi Minh City.”Maria was still in the
conversation.“How do you feel about that situation?”“I am rooting for Ho Chi Minh. I hope he gets
a kick.”I interjected explanations: ooting = shouting for. rooting = I'm on the side of.“There it is -
the kick we've been waiting for. And it's in!”“Wow, that's perfect.”“We will win 3 to 2.”“Yes.”“But it's
almost over now. Only one minute to go.”“I'm glad no one scored in the last minute!Thank you for
taking me to this game.”“I enjoyed it too.”“We probably have to find where to catch the bus
now?”“Yes, I hope the crowd isn't too bad. Here is the bus stop.”“Oh good, it is not busy yet.
There are many people behind us.”“This is our bus number. We might have to stand
though.”“That's okay. We have busy buses in Brazil also.”“Good now we are near the volleyball
court again.”“Do we get off here?”“Yes. It is near your hostel like before.”“Thanks, my friends are
expecting me at the volleyball court.”“Here we are, we can get off now.”“My friends are just over
there.Well, I guess we should say goodbye for tonight?”“Yes, but can I see you tomorrow. About
noon?”“Perfect.”“See you then.”I summarized. “She did say goodbye to Hoa, they promised each
other to talk again on Skype and the lessons continued. I asked him what the nationality of a
young lady might be that he would like to meet next. When he suggested another Brazilian girl, I
asked
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